
Waialae Subaru Driver Training

Although this was not a regular SCCA event, we were
asked to provide instruction and logistical support for
this all-Subaru event. Chris Morley the General Man-
ager at Waialae Subaru organized the event and rented
the track for the day in order to provide his customers
with an opportunity to flex their cars potential in a con-
trolled environment.

As usual, the morning exercises consisted of a Slalom,
Threshold Braking, Emergency Lane Change Maneu-
ver and a Kidney Bean Skidpad. The participants were
split into two groups with one going to the main
straight to work on the slalom, lane change and brak-
ing. The other would explore the skidpad.

After a wonderful catered lunch courtesy of the DRN-
ERS Foundation (Driving Responsibly In Vehicles for
Enhanced Road Safety). The participants were split
into two groups for timed runs though the short course
with a few modifications. In order to make sure the
event fell within the SCCA Solo II rules, our Safety
Steward needed to approve the track layout, and sev-
eral chicanes were installed to slow the cars down and
limit the top speeds. The track was too long to walk,
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so a lead-follow introduction lap allowed the partici-
pants to get a feel for the track layout. After two prac-
tice runs with instructors in the car, the first group went
out to for their four times runs. Despite the urgings
that this was not a competition, a trend started to
emerge. Chris Morley emerged from the first round
with a 53.098. As the next group started, it was obvi-
ous they had been watching the earlier runs since they
were immediately quicker. Bob Nakamura ran consis-
tent 5ls and 53s . . with a best of 50.912. This

would stand till the last run when Alan Vidao cracked a
50.789 on his last pass! (you can see all the times on
page 6) Thus taking the Top Student honors.

If you want to join us for our regular monthly autocross
the schedule is on page 7. On behalf of the SCCA, we
hope that all the participants learned something about
the capabilities of their machines and had some fun in
the process.

DRIVERS Foundation, and Waialae Subaru for making
this driving school possible ... and lots of FUN!!!
- Jennifer Lee


